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Product 1: Knee Sleeves
Are you a fitness freak? Do you love going to the gym? Do you enjoy performing those
difficult squats? Then you definitely must have experienced the pain in your knees after
huge sets.
To deal with the pain, use Knee Sleeves – the best Neoprene material for Weight lifting,
Cross Fit and Powerlifting. A new age product that helps you be more comfortable in
your workouts.

Purpose
In recent years, the industry of knee sleeves has been growing. Doctors and Physicians
have been recommending sleeves to gym enthusiasts and regular athletes. As over time, squats and heavy lifting can hurt
your knees, it is recommended to protect this vital bone.
Knee Sleeves can soothe the patella by absorbing the pressure. The elastic neoprene material assists the movements of the
patella. Rather than the weights impacting the kneecap, it will now be directed to the knee sleeve. The sleeve can absorb
huge pressure of weights and can be exposed to long-term use.
So knee sleeves mode of action works in three steps:




Absorbing pain of the weights
Reducing pressure on patella
Using elasticity to push the upper body up safely

Benefits






Support for the Patella
Promotes easy blood flow
Works under high pressure of heavy weights
Elastic material
High Quality stitching of Neoprene material

We all invest in Nutrition and training programs. We do tend to ignore the fact that our body can withstand only certain
amounts of pressure. Over time, excess pressure can cause injuries. For that reason, you need to buy Knee Sleeves.

Comparison with other Sleeves
It’s needless to say there are many competitors in the Sleeves industry. Some claim to sell even 110% elasticity material!
We believe in providing an accurate estimate of the success of the product. Our product is 100% elastic and neoprene.
We follow strict Quality Assurance as per Industry Standards.

Warranty
At Knee Sleeves, we believe in making products long-lasting. To show our confidence, we have a 1-year warranty
on our products. Any defects, you can get a replacement on your sleeves. We believe in safeguarding the health of
our buyers. That is our priority.

Reviews
I like going to the gym. Earlier I would squat 180 lbs and would face severe pain in my knees. With the knee sleeves, I
can now squat over 200 lbs. The pain is now lesser and I am more comfortable
-John (Gym Regular)
I need to squat huge weights. It’s part of being an athlete. I used to take a day off every 10 days of training. After using
knee sleeves, I have noticed I can go longer in my schedule and now do not need a break for at least 15 days.
-Mike (Athlete)
I do not perform many squats. My going to the gym involves cardio and some Pilates. I have noticed a severe pain in my
knees over the time. I need to sit down and relax after every 10 minutes. I heard about the sleeves and purchased them. I
have never been happier. I can now exercise with ease and do not tire at all!
-Karen (Mother of Two kids)
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Product 2: GOQii Personal Coaching with Fitness Tracker
Desire a good-looking body? But Have less time to make it happen? Make a life of
healthy living and diet appear by this magical device.
Many of us have busy lives today. We work, take care of our responsibilities and take
rest when we can. Somewhere during the day, we manage a bit of exercise. We all
wish of a device that can keep track of all our goals while we work. That’s where
GOQii Fitness Tracker comes into picture.

Why should you use Goqii Fitness Tracker?




Shows daily steps and calorie expenditure
Measures Active & Sleep hours
Prepares fitness plans and tracks progress

Unique features
o 14 hours’ battery life
o WhatsApp, Email & SMS Integrated
o Smartphone Connectable

Purpose
GOQii Fitness Tracker is a complete watch-like fitness tracker. It measures your complete health data through in-built
communication features. It is manufactured to help you become healthy without any discomfort. You do not even have to
remove it at night!
It is manufactured to last long. The lithium battery can last 14 hours once fully charged. The battery’s long life is a unique
feature to track data for longer durations throughout the day.
You no longer have to use a book or diary to track your goals. A technology marvel- GOQii Fitness Tracker becomes
your diary. Think of GOQii Fitness Tracker as an involuntary response like your own Heartbeat, both don’t need
any surveillance!

Detailed features
Alarm Clock wakes you up and maintains accurate tracking of active-sleep patterns.
Distance Tracker measures the total movement in kilometres or miles by you. It also separates the movement by walking
or in transport by car/train/bus.
Calories Burner tracks the calories expended while the tracker is worn. It shows the energy expended during movement
of the body.
Health Planner helps you create a plan online regarding your fitness goals. To achieve that plan, the Planner tracks how
close you are getting to your goal on a daily basis!

Responses from Users
I’ve always wanted to gain more weight. I’ve always been skinny. I went to the gym and ate more protein. But working
two jobs, I would eventually fall short in measuring my progress. After using GOQii Fitness Tracker, I no longer have to
spend time in measuring. It does it for me!
-James, (Part-time Graphic Designer and Sales Rep)
As I am an athlete, my work revolves around the gym. I’ve had many apps on my iPhone and PC to measure my progress.
But I would feel the accuracy of measuring would be off by about 5-6%. That is a make or break percentage as a track and
field athlete. After using GOQii, I am finding my measurements closer to accurate. At times, even 100% accurate.
-Morgan (Short-Distance Runner)
I wanted to lose weight. I tried for years. I mean I gave it my all. But I could lose just 5 lbs over 3 months. I still weighed
195 lbs! After using GOQii, I lost 8 lbs in a month. I feel so happy. I can finally fit in that favourite dress of mine. Thank
you so much GOQii Fitness Tracker. I recommend it to everyone.
-Kayla (High School Student with Obesity)
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Product 3: Protoner Rubber Home Gym

Do you want a good-looking body? Do you have fitness goals? Do you want to be
more muscular? Is living far away from a gym stopping you- You don’t have to
worry anymore.
With Protoner’s Rubber Gym, you can turn your home into a Gym. Now you no
longer have to travel long distances to go to the gym. You can save money on that
expensive gym membership. Now you can also follow any training program you
want.

Buy the Protoner Home Gym containing1.
2.
3.
4.

Rubber Weights -20 kgs
A Bench with Incline features (For additional charge)
Barbell (5 feet & 3 feet), Dumbbell rods
FREE- Gloves, Sweatband, Handgrip and Rope & FREE SHIPPING

Home Gym Experience vs Paid Gym Experience





Work out whenever you want! - More flexibility in work out timings
No more feeling shy! - More privacy and comfort
Saving money! - Reduced expenses of Gym membership and commuting expenses to gym
No pressure! - Choose the training program as per your liking and not the gym’s

You can now set up your own personal gym in your house. You can choose a space of your choice in the house- be it the
patio or the basement or your bedroom. Protoner’s Home Gym can fit anywhere in your house. You no longer have to
travel to the gym. You can wake up a little late and go to sleep early. You can save time and achieve more during the day.

Saving Money and Extra Features
Saving money on membership and commuting that give you more financial freedom to pursue other
opportunities. You no longer have to spend on any gym. Goodbye to feeling bound to a gym and the work out.
You can choose any workout of your choose. For a small additional cost, you can buy additional free weights
from Protoner. Extra weights came in 1 kg, 5kg & 20 kg weights.

Reviews from Users
“Convenient and Time-Saving”
I would spend a lot of time commuting just to the gym. It was a 15-mile two-way trip. I would be exhausted by just
driving from work to the gym. Many times, I would skip the gym and lag behind in my goals. I would quit the gym again
and again. I didn’t know why. One day, a friend told me about Protoner’s Home Gym. I said, what the heck, let’s give it a
try. It’s been 20 months since I’ve used Protoner’s Home Gym. I haven’t skipped a workout. I even bought additional
weights! I love this product.
-Mike (IT Professional)
“No more feeling awkward in the gym”
I am really, really skinny. I weight just 85 lbs. A lot of times, I went to the gym and would feel embarrassed. A lot of the
gym users would stare at me while I failed. I felt so embarrassed that I stopped going to the gym. I fell behind in my
goals. I couldn’t attract many women. I decided it was enough. I came across Protoner’s Home Gym and installed it in my
house. I now weigh 120 lbs and look completely ripped. I even have a girlfriend now!
-James (High School student)
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Product 4: Clever Yoga Strap
Do you like doing Yoga? Have you enjoyed the feeling of calm after a Yoga Session?
But do you sometimes fail in your Yoga pose? Cannot touch your toes? Then what’s
stopping you- Buy the Clever Yoga Strap.
Now hold your body in the pose you like for longer durations. You can bend forwardsitting down or standing up-with the help of Clever Yoga Strap. Now no more
struggling with form or losing the posture.

3 main Benefits




Hold your Yoga Posture longer
Get help in touching your toes- while standing or sitting
Assistance during Physical Therapy sessions

Both elastic and strong, Clever Yoga Strap is made of a fibre that can hold your body in Yoga postures. It will keep your
body stable and give support. You will feel like you have a guardian looking over you. The Clever Yoga Strap is your best
friend for Yoga!
Clever Yoga Strap is also useful for Physical Rehabilitation in addition to Yogic Purposes. We have clients over the Age
of 55 who use our products during physical therapy. As this is a one size fit all, the Clever Yogic Strap can be used for
enthusiasts of any age!

Yoga Poses or Asanas supported by Clever Yoga Strap
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Parsvattanasana (Touching Knees standing up)
Dandasana (Sitting down with back straight)
Paschimottasana (Touching your toes sitting down)
Sirasana (Headstand)
Halasana (Touching ground with legs over head-sitting down)
Virasana (Sitting on your knees)
Sarvangana Sirasana (Putting weight of body on shoulders)
Baddhakonasa (Sitting with legs crossed and knees pushed to floor)

Warranty
As this product will be used for a lot of stretching, we understand the problems buyers can face. At times, the material can
get damaged. Which is Okay! We have a Lifetime Guarantee- our “Namaste Guarantee”. It can be confirmed by the
Namaste logo on the strap. You can inform us about the damage in the usage. We will take it back and replace it. We
can be in touch with you after-sales. We believe in long-term service.

Reviews from Users
“Love it, made me fall in love with Yoga again”
I love Yoga. I go to the Yoga studio twice a week. I love doing Yoga. It is a passion. It really helps my mental and
physical health. Earlier I use to feel some physical pain during Yoga. I would not be able to hold a pose for a long period
of time. It was frustrating. I started using Clever Yoga Strap. My results have greatly improved. I take this along with my
mat to the studio. I am falling in love with Yoga again!
-Marta (Mother and Yoga Studio regular)
“Sturdy & Strong Product”
I have used this while I was getting certified as a Yoga teacher. I have seen many trainers use and recommend the strap.
It’s a must have. I started using it too. It gives great results. I really like. After getting my certification, I have advised it to
many of my clients. They enjoy it too. It’s a sturdy and strong product.
-Alex (Yoga Trainer)
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Product 5: Sunny Health & Fitness Pro Indoor Bike
Do you enjoy Cardio? Love biking on the exercise bike? But is your gym too
far- too long of a drive? Do you HATE commuting to the gym during winter?
No more worrying, you can do cardio on an exercise bike in your own home
with Sunny Health & Fitness Pro Indoor Bike.
No more missing out on your workout, now you can do your workouts from
home with the help of the Indoor Bike. The machine that mimics riding a bike
on a sunny day.

Benefits
With Sunny Health & Fitness Pro Indoor Bike, you can maintain your exercise
inside your house. It is a quality product meant to serve your health needs.
Below are the main benefits of Sunny Health &Fitness Pro Indoor Bike1.
2.
3.
4.

Takes up small space in your house
Maintains your fitness goals without leaving the house
Mimics the similar motion of riding a bike
Allows you to bike during winter months

Now, no more do you have to give up on your fitness goals during the winter. The gloomy months of winter will now be
shone by this great product. Sunny Health & Fitness Pro Indoor Bike will now be your exercising friend during the cold,
snowy winter months! You no longer have to miss biking during the winter.

Why buy sunny health and fitness pro indoor bike?




Heavy Duty Chain
Adjustable Seats and Hand bars
Can manage weight up to 275 lbs.

We believe in providing a high quality product. This bike is manufactured by the quality standards of the industry. Sunny
Health & Fitness Pro Indoor Bike is meant to serve you for long.
With the Bike’s sturdy rotor, you can keep biking for long periods of time. The experience of biking on Sunny Health &
Fitness Pro Indoor Bike is unmatched. Keep biking and reach your exercise goals.

Reviews
“Great product, High quality”
I like biking as an exercise. I usually went out biking in the trails for miles. But during the winter, I would have problems
as the snow would not allow me to go out! I then decided I needed an indoor bike machine as my gym was too far out. I
bought Sunny Health and fitness bike and it works great. I can now work out like I can outdoors. It's great!
-Jason (Biking enthusiastic)
“Really convenient to use”
I want to work out in the mornings. Specially I want to go out to bike. But having two kids, I'm busy taking care of them.
I've missed so many work outs before I found out about Sunny Health & Fitness indoor bike. Now I can get on the bike as
soon as I'm done with my kids. I am much fitter. This is a great product.
-Karen (Mother of two kids)
“A boon of a product, have been using it for 4 years now”
I bought this during a sale at my town festival. It’s a great purchase. Sturdy, heavy duty-just what I want. I’ve had no
problems with it. It’s a must have.
-Mike (Pharmaceutical Sales Rep)

